


The Product



What is Sport Shake?

• Sport Shake is The Original Energy Milk Shake 
made with REAL milk

• It Replenishes the body with essential nutrients 

like:
– Protein – 18% of RDA*

– Carbohydrates – 15% of RDA* 

– Calcium – 30% of RDA*

– Potassium – 13% of RDA*

*Recommended daily allowances

The product



What is Sport Shake?

• Sport Shake is the high performance sports beverage
and nutritious energy boosting snack made from real
dairy.

• It combines the delicious flavor and smooth creamy
texture of a shake with the protein, vitamins and minerals
an active body needs.

• Sport Shake is the real dairy power shake that will get
you through your day and carry you to the finish line.

• Delivers a healthy long-lasting ENERGY to enhance
performance without added stimulants like caffeine,
taurine or guaraná.

The product



The packaging

Serving Size: 8 oz.

Units Per Case:   12

Flavors:   Vanilla, Chocolate,  Strawberry

Sport Shake is packed in luminous and 

colorful aluminium 8 oz aluminiun cans 
that capture the attention of 

consumers



✓ Available on top preference 

flavors (Vanilla, Strawberry, 

Chocolate)

✓ Nutrients packed

✓ Dairy approved

✓ Non-carbonated

✓ No caffeine, taurine or 

guaraná added

✓ Shelf-stable and portable!

✓ Excellent taste

✓ Pre/Post Workout

✓ Quick and Convenient   

Energy Source

✓ Meal Supplement  

✓ Nutritious Snack 

Product  Advantages Consumer Benefits

The benefits



Recent market research studies conducted in the US have 

shown there is a tremendous market business opportunity 

in the energy and sports drink category.

The category has grown up to 130% since 2010 according to 

the analysis made by Mintel*, the world´s leading market 

intelligence agency, and it is estimated in $1.83 billion 

dollars by august 2015*.

Another study conducted by Simmons Market Research** 
indicated an usage rate of 62% among young people 

between the ages of 18 to 24 years old and especifically 

quoted “New opportunities for a unique milk-based 

energy beverages clearly exist.”

*www.mintel.com

**www.simmonssurvey.com

The market opportunity



Consumer Demographic Profile 

Overview



To define a consumer profile, the company contracted the services 

of Spectra (a General purpose computer database 

management software) and the key insights of the investigation 

regarding the variable Lifestyle were the following:

- Sport Shake aligns well with all FAMILY Behavior stages and especially well with 
Older Bustling Families with children with ages higher than 6 years old, and with a 
head of home (HOH) under and over 40 years old. (Refer to Chart 1)

- Household demography reflected high acceptance on hispanic people. (Refer to 

Chart 2)

- On the matter of leisure activities the sport shake consumer enjoys travelling, sports 
and attend to rock concerts. (Refer to Chart 3)

- Sport Shake consumers enjoy listening to rock music as well as adult contemporary 
music. (Refer to Chart 4)

The consumer profile



The consumer profile –Chart 1



Sport Shake consumer 

demographics skew strongly 

towards:

• Male and Females age 18-54

• 3+ person households

• Strong Hispanic Influence

• Presence of Children age 6-17

The consumer 

profile – Chart 2



Leisure Activities

Source:  Mediamark Research Inc. Doublebase 2004.

The Total Sport Shake 
consumer enjoys 
travelling, different 
sports and attend 
to rock concerts.

Full Report in attached Excel sheets

The consumer profile – Chart 3



Full Report in attached Excel sheets

The Total Sport 

Shake Consumer 

enjoys Rock music 

along with Adult 

Contemporary and 

Classic Hits

Leisure Activities

(Music Listening)

The consumer profile – Chart 4



The Marketing Challenge



Positioning Statement

“To young people looking to dominate their 

game, Sport Shake is the only delicious 

endurance milk shake that provides a 

convenient, long-lasting natural fuel for 

peak performance because it replenishes 

your body and mind throughout the day”

Sport Shake Strategic Positioning Elements

Marketing Challenge

They don't know how Sport Shake can fit into their 

routine.



Target Consumer

Active young people between the ages of 16-24, Peer influencer, Always seeking 

opportunities to improve themselves.

Sport Shake Benefit Ladder

Convenient energy that fuels                   

improved performance

Dairy based. Excellent source of calcium. “More milk” 

than milk.     Non-carbonated. Good source of protein and 

potassium. Shelf Stable

Excellent taste. Wholesome blend of nutrients       

for building muscles and bones

I feel like I         

dominate the 

game!

Product 

Features

Product Benefit

Consumer Benefit

Emotional Benefit



Your Task



Key Issue: How do we best capture our target?

Learnings

• Consumer has non-traditional shopping behaviors.

– They make frequent visits to convenience stores (not shop at traditional groceries or 
supermarkets)

• Product trial drives purchase interest among consumers.

– Communication must overcome current  “non healthy” perceptions of Energy Drink 
category.

– Sport Shake is truly unique product with a clearly defined segment.

Planning Implications

• Drive two strategies where target consumer and product bond together.

– Focus on a Product Strategy that appeals to target consumers to identify themselves with 
the brand. 

– Focus on using the right Archetype that will engage target customers with the brand 
design the concept of the Advertising campaign that you will execute.

The Marketing Challenge



Presentation format

Your written report must include the following requirements:

• Business Mission or Position Statement.

• Establish the objectives of your campaign.

• Establish a SWOT analysis for Sport Shake.

• Define your product strategy (Consider the topics on product concepts)

• Define your advertising and communication strategy (Consider the brand archetypes, the 
psychographic definition of your target consumer and also the previous marketing 
background the product has had in other regions)

– Make sure to explain in detail every strategy you will implement, and also support it with 
the appropriate visual exhibits.



Advertising and Promotion Background



Advertising on Magazines



Magazine articles supporting the Sport Shake brand positioning…

• Sports Performance Can Improve With Attention To Nutrition
Montana State University News, 5/02/2014.

“Consuming protein along with carbohydrate during early recovery appears to help 

muscles reload with carbohydrate fuel and may boost hormone levels needed for 

protein synthesis”.

• Is the rush worth It?
Spirit Magazine: July 2014 issue

“One important thing to remember: If it doesn’t have calories, it doesn’t give you 

energy,” says Sam Cheuvront, PhD. A registered dietitian at the U.S. Army Research 
Institute of Environmental Medicine in Natick, Massachusetts.

• Milk as a Post-exercise Recovery Aid
Int’l Journal of Sport Nutrition and Exercise Metabolism, 2014.

“Carbohydrate replacement drinks” have been shown to have a greater effect than 

plain water on the rate of post-exercise glycogen muscle resynthesis.



Endorsements



Endorsement Supporting Sport Shake as Part of an Athletic 

Regimen

• “Sport Shake is a great way to supplement your training during or 

after a workout. 

• Drinking Sport Shake during a workout will give your body the 

energy it needs to perform all exercises at an optimal level. 

• Post-workout, the protein and carbohydrate blend will give you a 

jumpstart on muscle recovery so you can get back in the gym 

faster and stronger.”

– Patrick J. Stahl, MA, BS, CSCS

Personal Trainer

Fitness Formula Clubs, Chicago

December 6, 2014



Local Spokesperson Sport Shake Positioning

A new consumer target 
– younger and more 
athletic males– are 

attracted to the 
“Energy Milk Shake” in 

an edgy new package 
design and slim-line 8 
ounce aluminum can.



Advertising Supporting Material



Demo Poster

Shelf Strips

Sell Sheet

Static Cling 5 x 7 Floor mat sticker



The End


